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I.  INTRODUCTION1
II. properties of matter
 (1)	Occupies space
 (2)	Special properties
III. mechanics of solids

 (1)	Energy
 (2)	Motion and velocity
 (3)	Gravity   and   laws   of   falling
bodies
 (4)	Curvilinear motion
 (5)	Work
 (6)	Machines
IV. mechanics of fluids
 (1)	Characteristic phenomena
 (2)	Laws of pressure in fluids
 (3)	Density and specific gravity
 (4)	Pressure of the atmosphere
 (5)	Machines depending on air pres-
sure
V. sound
 (1)	Wave motion
 (2)	Transmission and velocity
 (3)	Intensity and loudness
 (4)	Beats
 (5)	Pitch

 (a)	Of strings
 (b)	Of pipes

 (6)	Quality
 (7)	Harmony and discord
YI. light

 (1)	Nature
 (2)	Reflection and refraction
 (3)	Lenses
 (4)	Color
 (5)	Optical instruments
VII heat

 (1)	Temperature
 (2)	A cause of expansion

 (a)	Solids
 (b)	Fluids

 (3)	Measurement of
 (4)	Change of state
 (5)	Transmission
 (6)	Heat and work
VIII. magnetism and electricity
(1)	Magnetic action
 (a)	Nature
 (b)	Effect
(2)	Electricity
(a) Electrification
 
 (1)	By induction
 (2)	By conductors
(b)	Current electricity
 (1)	Nature
 (2)	Effect

 (c)	Electrical qualities
 (d)	Machines
Questions on Physics
What do you understand by physics ?
What is meant by properties of matter?
Explain transparent, opaque, elastic.
What is meant by inertia'?
Define the two- kinds of energy.
What are the two obvious effects of en-
ergy or force on matter ?
What is work ?
What is velocity ?   Acceleration ?
What is the simplest example of uni-
form acceleration?
What is gravity?
What is the law of universal gravita-
tion?
How far will an apple fall the first
second? A ten-pound stone?
Will a feather fall the same distance 1
Would it fall the same distance in a
vacuum?
Define vacuum.
What is center of gravity? Explain
equilibrium.
Which learns to walk more easily, the
biped or quadruped? Why?
What makes it so difficult to walk
on ice?
What is friction? In what cases is it
desirable to do away with it altogether?
What means are used to accomplish this?
What would happen if friction did not
exist?
Give practical examples of cohesion and
adhesion.
What is the difference between a solid
and a fluid?
Name the two divisions of fluids? How
are they distinguished?
In what directions do fluids exert pres-
sure?
Is the pressure the same in all direc-
tions?

